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A dynamical model describing the multistage process of rocket propellant loading has been developed. It accounts
for both the nominal and faulty regimes of cryogenic fuel loading when liquid hydrogen is moved from a storage tank
to an external tank via a transfer line. By employing basic conservation laws, the reduced lumped-parameter model
takes into consideration the major multiphase mass and energy exchange processes involved, such as highly
nonequilibrium condensation–evaporation of hydrogen, pressurization of the tanks, and liquid hydrogen and
hydrogen vapor ﬂows in the presence of pressurizing helium gas. A self-consistent theory of dynamical condensation–
evaporation has been developed that incorporates heat ﬂow by both conduction and convection through the liquid/
vapor interface inside the tanks. A simulation has been developed in MATLAB for a generic refueling system that
involves the solution of a system of ordinary integro-differential equations. The results of these simulations are in
good agreement with space shuttle refueling data.
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= height (level) of liquid, m
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= dimensionless Nusselt, Rayleigh, Reynolds, and
Prandtl numbers
= (partial) pressure, Pa
= heat ﬂow rate from or to control volume, W
= radius of external tank, storage tank, or pipe, m
= LH2 and gaseous He gas constants, J=K # kg
= cross-sectional area of vent valve area or leak
hole, m2
= temperature, K
= speciﬁc internal energy, J=kg
= volume, m3
= velocity of liquid/vapor in pipes or valves, m=s
= power on or by control volume, w
= convection heat transfer coefﬁcient, W=m2 # K
= ratio of speciﬁc heats, cP =cV
= thermal conductivity, W=m # K
= dimensionless vent valve position
= dynamic viscosity, kg=m # s
= kinematic viscosity, m2 =s
= density, kg=m3
= dimensionless multiplicative clogging factor
= time constant of vaporizer valve or transfer line, s

Subscripts
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=

ambient
vapor generated by vaporizer
critical point
external heat or mass ﬂows across control volume
boundaries other than liquid/vapor interface
= gaseous hydrogen vapor ﬁlm
= gaseous helium
= liquid hydrogen
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=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=
=

saturated liquid
liquid/vapor phase transition
liquid/vapor interface
transfer line
gaseous hydrogen vapor
vaporizer
saturated vapor
tank wall
vapor generated by tank walls

I. Introduction

HE fueling of rockets with liquid propellant is a very important
and dangerous procedure, especially in the case of hydrogen [1–
4]. The major goal of this paper is to develop a medium-ﬁdelity
lumped-parameter dynamical model of propellant loading that
1) takes into consideration a variety of complex multiphase phenomena that govern the storage and transfer of cryogenic propellants,
and yet is simple enough to 2) allow for physics analysis and is
suitable for numerical simulations of real loading systems. With
relatively small modiﬁcations, the proposed model can be applied to
the description of onground loading of different cryogenic propellants and account for thermal stratiﬁcation in the ullage regions of
the tanks. In this paper, we concentrate on a system of liquid
hydrogen (LH2) ﬁlling motivated by the parameters of the space
shuttle refueling system. Such a system can be considered as generic
with respect to many existing and emerging liquid propellant loading
schemes and cryogenic ﬂuid management technologies.
The purpose of the LH2 propellant loading system is to move LH2
from the storage tank (ST) to the external tank (ET) (see Fig. 1). LH2
is stored on the ground in a spherical, insulated double-walled ST
with a radius of about 10 m. The height of the ET is about 30 m. The
corresponding hydrostatic pressures of liquid hydrogen near the
bottoms of the tanks are much less than the saturated vapor pressures
at the operating temperature. Therefore, a high operating pressure is
needed to suppress potential boiling of the liquid hydrogen. To
ensure such pressure, helium gas is injected into the ET, and pressure
is maintained throughout ﬁlling with the help of a vent valve. In the
ST, a vaporizer is used to maintain the ullage pressure by producing
gaseous hydrogen (GH2). It is kept at a higher pressure than in the
ET, such that the transfer of LH2 from the ST into the ET is
accomplished.
An accurate model of this system is needed for supporting loading
procedure optimization analyses and ensuring system safety through
model-based fault diagnostic and prognostic algorithms. However,
developing such a model, especially one that is simple yet accurate
enough for these purposes, is challenging: although complex physics
phenomena govern the ﬂow of the cryogenic propellants, only
limited data are available to validate models. The processes of heat
transfer and phase change prove to be central to the understanding of
the loading system and its correct functioning [1,4]. In [1], while
describing a cryogenic (external) tank history, Estey et al. took into

Fig. 1

consideration heat transfer by convection only. In some cases,
however, the heat transfer by conduction is essential in the treatment
of the heat and mass ﬂow across the LH2/GH2 boundary leading to
the so-called condensation blocking [4]. The latter effect is shown [4]
to be essential to the consistent description of the cryogenic tank
history.
The paper is organized in the following way. In Sec. II, we consider
the nonequilibrium dynamics of condensation–evaporation at (and of
the heat ﬂow through) the liquid/vapor interface. Section III deals
with a consistent description of the cryogenic tank’s history. It
incorporates the analysis of the propellant mass ﬂow in the transfer
line (TL), which is critical to an adequate modeling of the nominal
and faulty regimes of the rocket propellant loading, described in
Secs. IVand V, respectively. In Sec. VI, the model is validated against
data collected from a real rocket cryogenic (LH2) propellant loading
system. Section VII concludes the paper.

II. Condensation–Evaporation and Heat
Flow Processes
We begin with a general description of the condensation–
evaporation and heat ﬂow, which occurs at the LH2/GH2 interface, as
these processes form the core of the propellant loading model. If, in a
tank partially ﬁlled by a cryogenic propellant, the liquid phase is in
thermodynamic equilibrium with the vapor phase above it, then the
temperature proﬁle is uniform across the interface. The mass ﬂow
rate due to condensation Jc is balanced by the evaporation mass ﬂow
rate Jd so that both the net mass ﬂow rate Jlv $ Jc % Jd from the
vapor control volume (CV) to the liquid CVand the heat ﬂow through
the liquid/vapor interface disappear. When the tank is being ﬁlled or
emptied, Jlv ≠ 0. As evaporation is accompanied by heat removal, it
leads to cooling of the interface, while condensation results in its
heating. Therefore, in nonequilibrium conditions the interface
temperature TS differs from that of the bulk liquid Tl and that of the
vapor Tv, resulting in temperature gradients in both the liquid and
vapor volumes adjacent to the interface, as shown in Fig. 2, in which
possible operational modes are indicated that can be responsible for
the shown sequence of temperatures, and positive external ﬂow rates
Jel!v" correspond to mass entering CV l!v". In turn, these gradients
will generate nonvanishing heat ﬂuxes Q_ v and Q_ l across the
interface. Depending on the situation, these ﬂuxes can be associated
with heat transfer due to conduction or natural convection [4].
Our estimates show that if the processes involved vary slowly over
timescales exceeding 0.1 s, then the natural convection, if present,
dominates the heat conduction in GH2 at low temperatures. (The heat
transfer from the tank walls will further facilitate the effect of
convection.) Then, taking into consideration that natural convection
can occur if the lower part of a CV (liquid or vapor) is hotter than the
upper one, we have derived the classiﬁcation of temperature
gradients and of the heat transfer regimes in the vicinity of the liquid/
vapor interface, shown in Fig. 2.

LH2 propellant loading schematic.
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a) Tv > TS > Tl

b) Ts > Tl > Tv

c) Tl > TS > Tv

d) Tl > Tv > TS

Fig. 2 Interfacial heat exchange modes in a propellant tank.

If heat is transferred to or from the interface (x $ 0) due to
conduction, its ﬂow through the interface is deﬁned by the temperature gradient in the direction normal to the interface [5]:
!
@!!x; t" !!
_
(1)
Q l!v" !t" $ %#l!v" A
@x !x$0
In this case, given the initial homogeneous temperature
!!x; t $ 0" $ Tl!v" , the interface temperature TS !t" $ !!x $ 0; t"
can be expressed in terms of the heat ﬂow rate Q_ l!v" as follows [4,5]:
1
TS !t" $ !!0; t" $ p""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
A *cl!v" 'l!v" #l!v"

Z

t

d)
0

Q_ l!v" !)"
& Tl!v" (2)
!t % )"1=2

The latter, in turn, is related to the net condensation–evaporation
mass ﬂow through the interface associated with the latent heat
generated at, or absorbed by, the interface.
Taking into account the microscopic Hertz–Knudsen relation [5]
for the condensation–evaporation ﬂuxes, it is possible [4] 1) to relate
the interface temperature to the vapor pressure and 2) to prove that the
pressure at the LH2/GH2 interface is close to that of saturated LH2
vapor taken at the interface temperature TS . In other words, in spite of
highly nonequilibrium conditions in the tank, quasi equilibrium
takes place at the LH2/GH2 interface as a result of the so-called
dynamical condensation blocking effect [4]. It can be explained as
follows. Because of LH2’s low thermal conductivity, the LH2/GH2
interface temperature, depending on the situation, either rises or
drops due to the condensation–evaporation latent heat released or
absorbed at the interface until the condensation mass ﬂow rate nearly
compensates the evaporation mass ﬂow rate. These considerations
allow us to introduce a very thin, massless, saturated vapor ﬁlm CV
(f) (Fig. 2) that separates the vapor/gas CV (v) from that of the liquid
(l) (see also Estey et al. [1]). The temperature across this thin ﬁlm Tf
is considered uniform and set to be equal to TS .
In these circumstances, the most natural and simple way of treating
the interface heat exchange is by means of reversing Eq. (2), so that
the heat ﬂow rate due to conduction is related to the time variations of
the interface temperature as follows [5]:
#
$ Z
#l!v" cl!v" 'l!v" 1=2 t
d)
@TS !)"
(3)
!t"
$
A
Q_ cond
l!v"
1=2
@)
*
0 !t % )"
If the heat transfer is dominated by convection, then
$ A!v !TS % Tv "H!TS % Tv "
Q_ conv
v
$ A!l !Tl % TS "H!Tl % TS "
Q_ conv
l

(4)

III. Description of Model
In each tank partially ﬁlled with liquid hydrogen and a mixture of
gaseous hydrogen and possibly another gas, usually helium (Fig. 3),
we will consider three CVs: the vapor, the liquid, and the vapor ﬁlm,
each treated by means of the lumped-parameter method.
A.

Equations of State

The vapor CV (v) is treated as a mixture of ideal gases with timedependent partial densities 'v!g" and pressures pv!g" , as well as a
common temperature Tv , all related to each other by two independent
equations of state:
pv!g" $ 'v!g" Rv!g" Tv

(6)

(7)

The total pressure pt $ pv & pg . [In the absence of gaseous He
(GHe), 'g $ 0.]
The liquid CV (l) is where, far from the surface, the temperature is
equal to Tl and the liquid is treated as incompressible.
The vapor ﬁlm CV (f) separates the liquid and gas phases. It is
treated as saturated hydrogen vapor, for which the temperature is
equal to that of the interface, where [1,4,6]
pf !Tf " $ pC !Tf =TC "n

(8)

with pC $ 1:315 MPa, TC $ 33:2 K, and n $ 5 for hydrogen [6].
(To relate pf to Tf $ TS , one can also use the Antoine equation [7].††)
We consider the ﬁlling process to be slow enough so that, at every
instant of time, the pressure is constant across all the CVs and
pv $ pf . Meanwhile, the temperature is treated as varying from Tl to
Tv in the direction x perpendicular to the interface (Fig. 2).
B.

Mass Conservation

For the liquid CV, the mass conservation is deﬁned by the external
mass ﬂow (i.e., the ﬂow across its boundaries other than through the
v=l interface), which is considered negative for ﬂuid removal, and the
interphase (condensation–evaporation) ﬂow as follows (Fig. 2):
_ l $ Jl $ 'l
m

(5)

where the Heaviside function H takes care of the proper temperature
conditions required for convection. (The convection heat transfer
coefﬁcients are given in Appendix A.) In general, the heat transfer
rate from the bulk of the corresponding CV to the interface or
vice versa can be calculated as
cond
conv
Q_ l!v" $ ' maxfQ_ l!v" ; Q_ l!v" g

Here, a & is chosen when Tv > TS or TS > Tl, and a % otherwise. It
should be noted that, in Eqs. (3–5), the temperature evolution TS is
deﬁned by the vapor and liquid variables far from the interface.
These, in turn, are partially deﬁned by the interface heat ﬂow rates
[Eq. (6)] in a self-consistent manner. In addition, the total heat ﬂow
through the LH2/GH2 interface deﬁnes the condensation–
evaporation mass ﬂow rate.

dVl
$ Jle & Jlv
dt

(9)

Similarly, due to the absence of GHe ﬂux into the liquid CV, the
GH2 and GHe mass conservation for CV (v) yields (see Fig. 2)
_v$
m

d!'v Vv "
d'
dV
$ !V % Vl " v % 'v l $ Jve % Jlv
dt
dt
dt

††
Data available
17 June 2011].

at

http://webbook.nist.gov/chemistry/

(10)
[retrieved
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saturated vapor temperature: it goes to zero when the surface temperature approaches the critical temperature TC ; see [7] and footnote ††.
To take this effect into consideration, we will use the following
simple interpolation formula for Tf $ TS ( TC :
#
$
TC % Tf 1=2
(15)
hlv !Tf " $ h0lv
TC % Tl !0"
where for liquid hydrogen, TC $ 33 K and h0lv ) u0lv $ 4:5 *
105 J=kg at p $ 1 atm and Tl !0" $ 20 K; see [7] and footnote ††.
To relate the temperature of the liquid Tl to the external mass ﬂow
and the condensation–evaporation mass ﬂow as well as to the energy
ﬂows to or from the CV (l), the preceding equations should be
complemented with the energy conservation for the liquid CV (l):
d!ml ul "
Q_ le & Q_ l & W_ & Jlv hls & Jle !hl & v2le =2" $
dt
Fig. 3

CVs and mass and energy ﬂows in an LH2 tank.

_g$
m

d!'g Vv "
d'g
dV
$ !V % Vl "
% 'g l $ Jge
dt
dt
dt

(11)

where, for the sake of consistency, the net interphase mass ﬂow is
taken with a % sign. Here, we take into consideration that, for a given
tank volume V, the vapor volume is fully deﬁned by either the liquid
CV volume or its mass:
V $ Vv & Vl $ Vv & ml ='l
C.

(12)

Energy Conservation

The energy conservation for the vapor CV is

where the speciﬁc enthalpy of liquid is considered to be proportional
to its temperature: hl ) ul ) cl Tl .
Both the liquid and vapor CVs absorb external (e) heat from the
tank walls [see Eqs. (13) and (16)]. This heat is transferred by means
of convection so that
Q_ v!l"e $ Av!l" !v!l"e !Tw % Tv!l" "

d!mv uv & mg ug "
dt

(13)

where Q_ ve is the net external heat ﬂow into the CV (v) through the
tank walls, and the heat ﬂow leaving the CV (v) through the v=f
interface Q_ v is given by Eq. (6).
The ﬂow of speciﬁc enthalpy Jlv hvs in Eq. (13) describes the ﬂow
of energy leaving the CV (v) through the v=f interface due to the
condensation–evaporation mass ﬂow, if its kinetic energy is being
ignored. (Since this ﬂow is carried by the saturated vapor, its speciﬁc
enthalpy is equal to hvs .) The transfer of energy due to external GH2
mass ﬂow is described by the Jve !hv & v2ve =2" terms [5]. Here, the
kinetic energy associated with both the GH2 mass ﬂows entering the
CV (v) is taken into consideration, because the corresponding
velocities vve $ Jve ='v Ave are much greater than the ones related to
interphase ﬂow. The term W_ $ %pt dVl =dt is related to the quasistatic power due to compression (expansion) of the CV (v). The
speciﬁc internal ideal gas energies on the right side of Eq. (13)
uv $ cV;v Tv , while the speciﬁc enthalpies hv $ uv & pv ='v $ uv &
Rv Tv $ cP;v Tv . Here, cP;v $ cV;v & Rv . Corresponding equations
hold also for the GHe mass ﬂow entering the CV, where subscript v
should be substituted with g.
If the ﬁlm layer is considered negligibly thin so that one can ignore
its mass (for clariﬁcations, see Estey et al. [1] and Sec. II), then the
energy balance equation for the CV (f) can be written as
Q_ v % Q_ l & Jlv !hvs % hls " $

d!mf uf "
$0
dt

(14)

where at the f=l (v=f) interface, the liquid (vapor) is considered
saturated with h $ hls !hvs ".
Here, the speciﬁc enthalpy of the saturated hydrogen vapor
(liquid) hvs!ls" is taken at a ﬁlm temperature equal to that of the surface
of the liquid, T $ Tf $ TS , so that the speciﬁc enthalpy (heat) of
vaporization hlv !Tf " $ hvs % hls , strictly speaking, depends on the

(17)

where the convection heat transfer coefﬁcients are evaluated in
Appendix A. In Eq. (17), the wall temperature Tw is governed by the
heat ﬂow passing through the walls from the environment [1–3].
Also, here, Av!l" are the internal tank surfaces in contact with vapor
(liquid) (see Appendix A).
The temperature Tw , considered uniform, of the tank wall is to be
deﬁned by the heat exchange rate with the tank surroundings with the
effective ambient temperature Ta :
Q_ w $ A!w !Ta % Tw "

Q_ ve % Q_ v % W_ % Jlv hvs & Jve !hv & v2ve =2" & Jge !hg & v2ge =2"
$

(16)

(18)

The wall temperature is governed by the tank energy conservation
[1]:
mw cw T_ w $ Q_ w % Q_ le % Q_ ve

(19)

Here, the heat transfer coefﬁcients (see Appendix A) describe
natural convection inside and outside the tank walls [1,8]. (In the case
of heat exchange with the surroundings driven by radiation, Q_ w
represents the radiation heat ﬂow rate [8].)
D.

Storage Tank

To apply the preceding equations [Eqs. (3–19)] to the description
of the ST history, we have to associate them with variables,
parameters, and functions related to the ST. First, we will ascribe a
subscript i $ 1 to all of them. Second, we will specify some of the
mass and energy ﬂow rates.
There is no GHe in the ullage volume of the ST, so we will put,
everywhere, pg1 $ 'g1 $ 0. Also, we specify the external liquidmass ﬂow rate in Eq. (9) as follows. For the ST (see Fig. 1), only part
of the liquid removed from its CV (l) will be transferred to the ET via
the TL. In the absence of a leak, the remaining ﬂow will be diverted to
the vaporizer, so in Eq. (9),
Jle ! Jle1 $ %Jvap % Jtr % Jl;leak1

(20)

In the vaporizer, a certain amount of LH2 is evaporated and
returned to the ST, thus controlling its ullage pressure pt1 $ pv1 .
These processes are modeled by means of the following equations:
%
!Jvap % Jboil "=)vap ; Jvap % Jboil > 0
(21)
J_ boil $
0;
otherwise
q""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
Jvap $ cvap $vap 2'l !pv1 % pvap "

(22)
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where the expression (22), which describes the mass ﬂow through the
vaporizer valve, is similar to that used for pneumatic valves [8]. The
vaporizer valve position $vap !t" is deﬁned by the ﬁlling protocol
described in Appendix B, and the nominal pressure in the output of
the vaporizer vent pvap is close to atmospheric. The vaporizer valve
dimensionless parameter cvap is given in Appendix C.
In accordance with Eq. (20), the energy transfer term on the left
side of Eq. (16) should be rewritten as follows:
Jle !hl & v2le =2" ! Jle1 hl1 % Jvap v2vap =2 % Jtr v2tr =2 % Jl;leak1 v2l;leak1 =2

(23)

The external mass ﬂow in Eq. (10) is related to the vapor CV in the
ST:
Jve ! Jve1 $ Jboil % Jv;valve1 % Jv;leak1

(24)

Similarly, in Eq. (13),
Jve !hv & v2le =2" ! Jve1 hv1 & Jboil v2boil =2 % Jv;valve1 v2v;valve1 =2
% Jv;leak1 v2v;leak1 =2

E.

(25)

External Tank

After ascribing a subscript i $ 2 to all relevant functions,
variables, and parameters in Eqs. (1–19), we also substitute the
external mass ﬂow rate in Eq. (9) with
Jle ! Jle2 $ Jtr % Jl;leak2 % Jw=boil

(26)

where an additional term Jw=boil $ Q_ le2 =hlv / Tw2 % Tl is
introduced that is responsible for intense LH2 evaporation as the
ET walls are being initially chilled down during the beginning of the
slow ﬁll stage [see Eq. (17)]. Then, the energy transfer term on the left
side of Eq. (16) is to be rewritten as
Jle hl & v2le =2 ! Jle2 hl2 & Jtr v2tr =2 % Jl;leak2 v2l;leak2 =2

Jk $ !k !#pk "1=2
Here, similar to Eq. (32) for the (pneumatic) valve [8,11],
# $1=2
2'l
!k $ $k Sk
Kk

(33)

(34)

For a pipe of radius R, length l, and wall roughness dr , with the
turbulent regime of ﬂow (Re - 3 # 103 ) [5,10], the ﬂow rate is given
by Eq. (33), where
# $1=2
'R
(35)
! $ !pipe $ 2*R2 l
fl
Here, the dimensionless resistance coefﬁcient f can be found from
the Colebrook equation [10]:
$
#
1
dr
2:51
p""" $ %0:87 log
(36)
& p"""
f
7:4R Re f
For the laminar ﬂow in the pipe (Re < 3 * 103 ),
J $ kpipe #p

(37)

*R4
8&l

(38)

where [5]
kpipe $

The total pressure drop across the TL is the sum of all the pressure
drops across the line:
(29)

and with the subsequent modiﬁcation of the energy ﬂow term
Jv!g"e !hv!g"e & v2v!g"e =2" on the left side of Eq. (13), which is similar
to Eq. (23).
Ignoring the hydrostatic pressure, the mass ﬂow rate of the leaking
liquid can be estimated by means of the Bernoulli equation [5,8]:
q""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
(30)
Jl;leak $ Sl;leak 2'l !pv & pg % patm "
To ﬁnd the mass ﬂow rate of the leaking mixture of vapor and gas,
we use average parameters cP!V" and " $ cP =cV for the mixture.
Also, we will treat the ﬂow as choking through a nozzle of a minimal
cross section Sv;leak so that [5,9]
p""""""""""""""""""""""""
'v!g" "!pv & pg "
p"""""""""""""""" Sv;leak
(31)
Jv!g";leak $
" 'v & 'g
where " $ +!" & 1"=2,!"&1"=2!"%1" .
Similarly, for the vent valve k [8],
p""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
'v!g" $k "!pv & pg % patm "
p""""""""""""""""""""""""""
Sv;valvek
Jv!g";valvek $
" Kk !'v & 'g "

Transfer Line

Let us consider a simpliﬁed version of the TL that connects the two
tanks in the LH2 propellant loading system (Fig. 1). It will allow us to
describe all the essential stages of the loading process.
In accordance with previous work [5,8,10,11], we will use the
following equation to relate the mass ﬂow rate Ji through an element
k of the TL with the pressure drop across it #pk :

(28)

should be supplemented with that of GHe in Eq. (11),
Jge ! Jge2 $ Jg;in % Jg;valve2 % Jg;leak2

F.

(27)

Here, the external GH2 mass ﬂow in Eq. (10), related to the vapor
CV in the ET,
Jve ! Jve2 $ %Jv;valve2 % Jv;leak2

dimensionless relative valve position assumes values between $k $
1 (fully open) and $k $ 0 (fully closed) [8].
A term Q_ v;leak2 , which is responsible for an additional thermal leak
in the ullage space of the ET, can be added to the right side of Eq. (19).

#ptot $

X

#pk $ pv1 % pv2 % pg2 & 'l g!hl1 % hl2 "

(39)

where the levels of liquid hl1 and hl2 of LH2 in both tanks are counted
from the same level. For the sake of simplicity, here we ignore the
friction pressure drops in the pipes connecting the valves with the
main line, considering the latter as a straight pipe. Then, assuming the
ﬂow is turbulent in all of the elements of the TL, including the main
cross-country line (the pipe) (Repipe > Recr ), the steady (nominal)
mass ﬂow rate in the TL can be easily calculated as
1=2
Jtr!st" $ !eff #ptot

(40)

For the chosen model of the TL (see Fig. 1),
%2 %1=2
!eff $ !!%2
V & !pipe "

(41)

where
%2 %1=2
!V $ +!!E & !F "%2 & !!J & !K "%2 & !%2
L & !!M & !N " ,
(42)

(32)

Here, the dimensionless ﬂow coefﬁcient K (the loss factor) can be
found in Schmidt et al. [8] (see Tables 7-2 and 7-3 therein); a

It can be seen that, in this case, the mass ﬂow rate Eq. (40) in the TL
resembles that of a straight pipe with the turbulent regime.
If the ﬂow in the cross-country line is laminar (Re < Recr . 103 ),
then using Eqs. (28), (32), and (34) yields
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Jtr!st"

!2
$ V
2kpipe

"s""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""""
#
4k2pipe #ptot
1&
%
1
!2V

equations for LH2 [Eq. (9)] and GH2 [Eq. (10)] in both tanks, as well
as for GHe [Eq. (11)] in the ET, 2) four energy conservation equations
for GH2/GHe [Eq. (13)] and LH2 [Eq. (16)] in both tanks, 3) two
energy conservation equations (19) for the tank walls, and 4) two rate
equations (21) and (A1) that govern the mass ﬂow rate delivered from
the vaporizer and that of the TL. The rest of the dynamical variables
responsible for the vent valve positions (and different leaks) are
governed by the ﬁlling protocol (see Appendix B).

(43)

where !V is given by Eq. (42). Here, the mass ﬂow rate dependence
on the total pressure drop Eq. (39) is sublinear.
The transient ﬂow through the TL can be found from the equation
!st"
J_ tr $ !Jtr % Jtr "=)tr

(44)

where the steady (nominal) ﬂow rate is given by either Eq. (40) or
Eq. (43).
G.

IV. Nominal Propellant Loading Regime
First, we will apply the presented reduced model to describe a
multistage nominal LH2 loading regime. Filling progresses in
several stages: pressurization, slow ﬁll, fast ﬁll, fast ﬁll at reducedpressure reduced-ﬂow fast ﬁll, topping, and replenish (see
Appendix B for additional details).
The ﬁll operation starts with pressurization. Initially, there is no
ﬂow path between the tanks. The initial ullage temperature for the ST
is assumed to be 20 K, which is the equilibrium saturated gas temperature at the initial pressure of 1:01 * 105 Pa (1 atm). The initial
ullage temperature for the ET is known from data to be around 300 K.
The tanks are individually pressurized before any transfer of LH2 is
initiated. The ST is ﬁlled with a large amount of LH2, while the ET
has none, and both tanks are ﬁlled with enough GH2 for an ullage

Summary of Model

Our reduced LH2 loading model can be summarized as follows.
There are 20 time-dependent state variables: mli , mvi , mg2 , pvi , pg2 ,
Vvi , Tli , Tvi , Tfi , Twi , Jboil , and Jtr with i $ 1; 2. There are seven
constraints that include 1) two equations of state for LH2 in both the
ST and ET and one equation of state for GHe in the ET [see Eq. (7)],
2) two equations of state (8) for the vapor ﬁlm in both tanks, and
3) two equations [Eq. (12)] relating the vapor/gas volume to the LH2
mass and to the total volume for both tanks. There are 13 $ 20 % 7
time-dependent ordinary integro- [in the presence of the conduction
term (3)] differential equations that include 1) ﬁve mass conservation
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pressure equal to atmospheric pressure. The ST is pressurized ﬁrst to
about 3:77 * 105 Pa, and then to 5:56 * 105 Pa, solely through the
use of the vaporizer. The vaporizer valve opens, allowing LH2 to ﬂow
through the vaporizer, which boils off LH2, and the created GH2
feeds back into the ST. Concurrently, the ET is pressurized to
2:67 * 105 Pa by using GHe fed in through the prepressurization
valve.
After pressurization is complete, slow ﬁll begins. The TL
chilldown valve, main ﬁll valve, outboard ﬁll valve, inboard ﬁll
valve, and topping valve are all opened. The ullage pressure in the ST,
which is constantly maintained by the vaporizer, drives ﬂuid to the
ET. The ﬂow through the vaporizer valve is modulated based on the
error between the measured ST ullage pressure and the ST
pressurization set point. The ullage pressure in the ET is maintained
using its vent valve, which opens and closes to maintain the pressure
between 2:67 * 105 and 2:88 * 105 Pa.
Fast ﬁll begins when the ET is 5% full. The TL valve opens to
increase ﬂow from about 5.68 to around 28:4 m3 = min. Fast ﬁll at
reduced pressure starts when the ET is 72% full. The ullage pressure
of the ST is reduced to 4:46 * 105 Pa through control of the vaporizer
valve. When the ET is 85% full, fast ﬁll at a reduced-ﬂow rate begins.
The main ﬁll valve is set at a reduced-ﬂow state.
When the ET is 98% full, topping begins. The TL valve is closed,
and the replenish valve J fully opens. The ET vent valve is also
opened, reducing the ET ullage pressure to 1:01 * 105 Pa. The
inboard ﬁll valve closes, forcing the remaining liquid to pass into the
ET through the topping valve. Finally, at 100% full, topping ends and
the tank is continuously replenished to replace the boiloff before
launch. During replenish, the TL chilldown valve remains open, the
main ﬁll valve is closed, and the replenish valve is modulated to
maintain the ET level at 100%.
Figure 4 summarizes the major results of the simulation of a
nominal loading regime, which are based on the parameters, initial
conditions, and a ﬁlling protocol that all are typical for LH2 loading
systems (see Appendix C).
It can be seen (Fig. 4a) that the LH2 level in the ST drops
monotonically as the level in the ET rises (Fig. 4d). The pressure p1 in
the ST (Fig. 4b) is determined by the loading dynamics (ﬁlling
protocol) and controlled by the vaporizer and vent valves. It should
be noted here that, once achieved during slow ﬁll, the pressure in the
ST is maintained at approximately 5:56 * 105 Pa up to the end of the
reduced-pressure fast ﬁll (see Figs. 4b and 4j), at which point it is
maintained at 4:46 * 105 Pa. Meanwhile, the ET ullage pressure
(Fig. 4e) is oscillating due to the cycling of the vent valve that
maintains the pressure between lower and upper thresholds of 2:67 *
105 and 2:88 * 105 Pa, correspondingly. The ﬂuctuations in the ET
ullage temperature (Fig. 4f), as well as in the mass ﬂow rates (Figs. 4j
x 10
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Gas Leak Faults

We deﬁne the gas leak fault as an opening of a hole with effective
cross-sectional area Sv;leak in the ullage part of one of the tanks, which
gives rise to an additional gas ﬂow described by Eq. (31). Figures 5
and 6 show how the introduction of such leaks at t $ 30 min affects
the history of both tanks. The leak in the ST (Fig. 5), being noticeable
at large enough cross-sectional areas Sv;leak1 - 1 * 10%3 m2 , will
affect all the dynamic characteristics in both tanks immediately after
its initiation. Because of the leak, it is more difﬁcult for the ST ullage
pressure to be maintained with the vaporizer. For Sv;leak1 $
3 * 10%3 m2 , the leak size is large enough to cause a drop in p1 at the
initiation of fast ﬁll. As a result, loading takes a longer time, as shown
in Figs. 5a and 5b. Therefore, the topping stage, at which the ET vent
valve remains open, is arrived at later, which is why for
Sv;leak1 $ 3 * 10%3 m2 , the drop in p2 to atmospheric pressure occurs
about 200 s later than in the nominal scenario.
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V. Loading Regime Faults
In this section, we analyze how different deviations from the
nominal regime (faults) would affect the LH2 loading dynamics. In
principle, this would enable us to identify what sensor data can be
used for fault diagnostics and prognostics.

Temperature (K)
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3000

and 4h), are driven by the ET pressure oscillations. (The nontrivial
dynamics of these on–off oscillations will be discussed later.)
The LH2 partial pressure in the ET rises due to the continuing
hydrogen supply, while the GHe partial pressure drops because the
helium is being permanently removed through the vent valve
(Fig. 4i). In this case, due to the condensation blocking effect [4], the
ﬂow of the condensed vapor in the ET (Fig. 4h) is several orders of
magnitude smaller than that in the ST (Fig. 4g), because the vapor
pressure is being maintained approximately equal to the equilibrium
pressure of the condensed vapor at the temperature of LH2. The
ullage temperature Tv2 in the ET (Fig. 4f) initially increases due to the
introduction of the GHe during the pressurization stage, then it drops
from the initial high value due to venting and near-wall boiling that
generates relatively cold GH2 during ﬁlling. The liquid surface
temperature Tf1 in the ST increases (Fig. 4c) due to the vapor
condensation at the v=l interface (see Fig. 2b). Simultaneously, the
ST ullage temperature Tv1 increases, mainly because the relatively
hot GH2 is supplied by the vaporizer as loading is going on. As a
result, the ullage temperature approaches the temperature of LH2
saturated vapor at a pressure close to the ﬁnal ST ullage pressure of
approximately 5:06 * 105 Pa (5 atm) (Fig. 4b).
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A leak of similar size in the ET has much more dramatic
consequences; that is, a leak of size Sv;leak2 $ 1 * 10%3 m2 is large
enough that the ET ullage pressure cannot be maintained above its
lower threshold during ﬁlling, requiring an abort. Therefore, we
consider faults of size an order of magnitude less. It can be seen that
leaks in the ET do not noticeably affect most variables (Fig. 6).
However, the presence of gas leaks can be detected almost
immediately after their initiation at t $ 30 min by observing the rate
at which the ullage pressure increases and decreases as it oscillates
between the limits set by the vent valve thresholds (Fig. 7). In
particular, the ET pressure increases more slowly in the presence of
the gas leak, so the vent valve-generated pressure oscillations lag
behind those of the nominal regime. As a result, the vent valve
cycling frequency at all times decreases with the introduction of the
leak compared with the nominal one (Fig. 8). It can be seen that the
frequency itself, with or without gas leaks, changes nonmonotonically with time. Its initial drop is due to the decreasing rate of boiling
in the ET and to the decrease in the corresponding pressure buildup.
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The subsequent increase in frequency can be attributed to the
reduction in the ullage space that allows for faster changes in
pressure.
B.

Vent Valve Clogging Fault in External Tank

The clogging fault is deﬁned as a substantial decrease in the vent
valve cross section Sv;valve2 quantiﬁed by a multiplicative clogging
factor (Svalve2 . It can be seen (Fig. 9) that its effect is relatively small, so
the loading can still be accomplished in spite of a signiﬁcant (up to
75%, for (Svalve2 $ 0:25) ET vent valve clogging assuming
2
S!nominal"
v;valve2 $ 0:025 m . Additional simulations have conﬁrmed that
a full clog leads to a signiﬁcant ET ullage pressure buildup that
requires aborting the fueling operation. Figure 10 shows that though
loading is slightly slower when the ET vent valve clogs, it can be
detected, similar to the gas leak, by observing a difference in the
pressure relief rate and, correspondingly, a decrease in vent valve
frequency.
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VI.

Comparison with Shuttle Loading System Data

The ultimate veriﬁcation of any model lies in its ability to
adequately describe real systems. We have checked our reduced
dynamical model against real historical data for the LH2 shuttle
loading system (Fig. 11). Here, when simulating basic processes and
ﬁnding time-dependent characteristics, we used a set of typical
system parameters, and we used commanded valve positions as
inputs.
It can be seen that the results of our modeling are in reasonable
agreement with the real data, especially for the ST (Fig. 11a). It
should be noted here that the amount of LH2 in the ST depends
largely on the two factors: 1) the transmission line mass ﬂow rate ﬂow
rate and 2) the vaporizer mass ﬂow rate, governed by Eqs. (44) and
(21), respectively. (The model takes those factors into consideration
quite appropriately.) Meanwhile, the ST ullage pressure is mainly
controlled by the vaporizer mass ﬂow rate. The errors observed in the
predicted ST ullage pressure are due to the lack of knowledge on
speciﬁc vaporizer parameters and the continuous position of the
vaporizer valve. Only the discrete position of the valve was known, so
when the valve was partially open, the exact position was unknown.
During this time, we assumed the vaporizer valve behaved as
described in Appendix B, where the valve position is controlled
based on the error between the actual and desired ST ullage pressures.
In addition, our model allows for a fairly adequate description of
the ET ullage history (Figs. 11c and 12a). Here, the ET ullage
pressure is regulated by the ET vent valve, whereas the rate of
pressure changes is governed by several factors, namely, by 1) the TL
mass ﬂow rate; 2) the LH2 boiling in the vicinity of the ET walls,
which is especially intensive in the beginning of the ﬁlling process;
3) the evaporation/condensation rate; and 4) the vent valve behavior
(Fig. 11c). A comparison of the vent valve open/close frequency is
shown in Fig. 12b. The differences in frequency may be attributed to
our approximate description of LH2 boiling in the ET that is a result

of ET chilling. The spikes in measured frequency occur at transitions
of the ﬁlling rates and at transitory boiling events, which disrupt the
regularity of the valve switching. Because the ET begins at ambient
temperature, it is chilled down only during ﬁlling. The LH2 boiling
near the ET walls is crucial to explaining the increased rate of
pressure oscillations during slow ﬁll, as the rate of pressure increase
cannot be described solely by the TL mass ﬂow rate and the estimated
evaporation/condensation rate.
Our model correctly describes the initial rise in the ET temperature
(Fig. 11d) that happens due to the GHe pressurization. A subsequent
cooling is apparently driven by 1) the tank’s chilling down, 2) the
supply of the relatively cold hydrogen vapor due to boiling, and 3) the
release of vapor through the vent valve. Here, the discrepancy
between the results of our simulations and the experimental data is
pretty visible. We attribute this to a substantial temperature stratiﬁcation [12,13] that happens in the upper-stage cryogenic tanks (ET)
and to the unknown position of the sensor that measures a local ullage
temperature shown in Fig. 11d. Despite these shortcomings, the
proposed model adequately describes the rate of mass ﬂow through
the TL. The reason is that this rate is governed by the pressure
difference in both tanks as well as by the effective varying (nonlinear)
hydraulic resistance of the (TL). The model apparently captures the
preceding features of the LH2 loading system.
A correct theoretical description of the ET ullage pressure history
due to the valve on–off oscillations is a quite challenging task [14]. Its
importance for diagnostics and prognostics purposes has been
mentioned in Sec. V. Our model handles this problem rather well
(Fig. 11c). It can be seen that, although the theoretically predicted
oscillations initially lose their phase relative to experimental ones due
to transient boiloff events in the ET, once the transient decays, the
phase of oscillations is recovered and the theoretical model predicts
real data fairly well. The predicted frequency during fast ﬁll is a bit
below the measured frequency, and this is attributed to some
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transitory boiling still occurring at the tank walls during fast ﬁll. Such
behavior may be better captured by breaking up the tank wall CV into
multiple CVs.

VII.

!ve $

(A1)

where L $ Lv!l" is the height of the wall in contact with vapor or
liquid, which for the ET can be estimated as

Conclusions

A dynamical model for a complex spatially distributed system of
LH2 loading that involves the storage and ETs, as well as the TL, was
developed. The proposed reduced model is based on a set of coupled
ordinary integro-differential equations for the state variables, which
are shown to be well suited to describing the generic cryogenic
loading system, including the one currently used for shuttle fueling in
both the nominal and major faulty regimes. The model accounts for
the pressurizing helium gas injected in the ET and can be easily
modiﬁed for similar cryogenic propellant loading systems.
The main results of this work include the following. First, highly
nonequilibrium condensation–evaporation processes were incorporated at the vapor/liquid interface of the LH2 tanks for the sake of
adequate description of the systems for the propellant loading of
liquid-fuel rockets. Contrary to previous considerations [1–3], the
present model, in a self-consistent manner, accounts for different
modes of the interfacial heat exchange (see Fig. 2). Second, the preceding description was successfully reduced to a low-dimensional
performance model comprising a compact set of ordinary integrodifferential equations. Those allowed the incorporation of nontrivial
interaction between spatially distributed parts of a generic loading
system, such as the vaporizer, both tanks, and the cross-country line.
Third, numerical algorithms applicable to accurate analysis of the
generic nominal loading regime and of the effects of possible faults
were developed. Finally, both the nominal regime and the most
probable faults were analyzed to be further used for fault diagnostics
and prognostics.
The effects of several primary faults, such as gas leaks in the ullage
space of both the ST and ET, as well as clogging of the ET vent valve,
on the history of both tanks were analyzed. It was found that each of
the faults was characterized by quite pronounced dynamics. The
most interesting new observation was that some of the faults, such as
a substantial clogging of the ET vent valve or a leak in the ET ullage
volume, usually had a slight effect on the integral variables, namely,
on the volumes of LH2 in the tanks, or even on the ullage temperatures and pressures, yet the dynamics of the vent valve-induced
pressure oscillations were shown to be extremely sensitive, even to
small deviations from the nominal regime, and can be used for early
fault identiﬁcation by means of real-time sensor data analysis. Using
the model, it is proposed to not only identify different faults based on
the analysis of the sensor data characterizing the ﬁlling dynamics but
also infer the parameters of the model to be further used for prediction
of future behavior of the system.
By introducing additional CVs in the ullage space of the tanks,
similar to what has been done in [13], it is possible to extend the
model to account for the effects of the ullage temperature
stratiﬁcation. The work on this subject is currently underway.

Ll $ hl2 $ m2l ='l ; Lv $ H2 % hl2 $ H2 % m2l ='l

Table B1

(A3)

NuL $ 0:68 & 0:503+RaL # $,1=4
where the dimensionless Rayleigh number
RaL $

g+!Tw % Tv!l" "L3v!l" Prv!l"
&2v!l"

(A4)

with the volumetric expansion coefﬁcient + for gases being close to
1=Tv and the dimensionless Prandtl number
PrL $

cP!l" %v!l"
#v!l"

(A5)

and
$ '
&
#
0:492 9=16 %16=9
$$ 1&
PrL

(A6)

For the ST the LH2 volume,
Vl1 $

* 2
h !3R1 % hl1 "
3 l1

(A7)

and the l=v interface area
(A8)

A1 $ *+R21 % !R1 % hl1 "2 ,

For the ET, Vl2 $ A2 hl2 , A2 $ *R22 , Al2 $ 2*R2 A2 hl2 , and
Av2 $ 2*R2 A2 !H % hl2 ". For the spherical ST, the heat transfer
between a sphere and the ﬂuid it encloses Nud $ 0:098Rad0:345 is to
be used, while for the heat transfer from the horizontal ﬁlm (liquid) to
(see [1,8] where it is to be
the vapor, in both cases Nud $ 0:14Ra0:333
d
used).

Appendix B: Filling Protocol
The protocol of Table B1 describes sets of the valve positions $k
[see Eqs. (32–34)] that fully deﬁne the ﬁlling regimes. The valve
notations k can be found in Fig. 1; for example, E corresponds to the
TL valve. Here, correspondingly for the replenish and ET vent valve
positions,
frepl !hl2 " $

We will follow Schmidt et al. [8] in deﬁning the natural-convection
heat transfer coefﬁcient for a vertical isothermal wall as

(A2)

In Eq. (A1), the average dimensionless Nusselt number

Appendix A: Convection Heat Transfer Coefﬁcients

Pressurization
Slow ﬁll
Fast ﬁll
Fast ﬁll (red. press.)
Fast ﬁll (red. ﬂow)
Topping
Replenish

NuL # #v!l"
Lv!l"

( 0; h > H
l2 # 2

2 %hl2
1; min 1; 0:1 0:999H
0:999H2

and

Filling protocol valve positions

A

E

F

J

K

L

M

N

ET vent

P/1

1
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
1
1
1
0
0

0
1
1
1
1
1
1

0
0
0
0
1
1
frepl !h12 "

1
1
1
1
0.1
0.1
0

1
1
1
1
1
1
1

1
1
1
1
1
0
0

0
1
1
1
1
1
1

fvent;2 !p2 "
fvent;2 !p2 "
fvent;2 !p2 "
fvent;2 !p2"
fvent;2 !p2 "
1
1

ppress
pslow
pfast
preduced
preduced
ptopping
preplenish

$

(A9)
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Table C1
Component
Hydrogen and
helium
ST
ET
TL

Parameter values
Parameter values

Tc $ 33:2 K, pc $ 1:315 * 10 Pa, $ $ 5, 'L $ 71:1 kg=m3 , cL $ 9450 J=kg=K, #L $ 0:0984 W=m=K, h0lv $ 4:47 * 105 J=kg,
% $ 3:4 * 10%6 Pa # s, Rv $ 4124 J=kg=K, cV;v $ 6490 J=kg=K, " $ 5=3, #v $ 0:0166 W=m=K, Rg $ 2077 J=kg=K,
#g $ 0:0262 W=m=K, cV;g $ 3121 J=kg=K, cP;g $ 5193 J=kg=K
R1 $ 9:16 m, )vap $ 20 s, cvap $ 5:89 * 10%4 , Svalve;1 $ 0:025 m2
R2 $ 4:02 m, H2 $ 26:96 m2 , !l;e $ 8:0 W=m2 =K, mw cw $ 5 * 105 J=K, Svalve;2 $ 0:05 m2
Dpipe $ 0:254 m, lpipe $ 457:2 m, dr $ 1 * 10%6 , )tr $ 10 s, SE $ 0:1013 m2 , KE $ 4, SF $ 0:1459 m2 , KF $ 1 * 105 ,
SJ $ 0:0041 m2 , KJ $ 66, SK $ 0:0643 m2 , KK $ 140, SL $ 0:0643 m2 , KL $ 0:11, SM $ 0:0643 m2 , KM $ 0:11,
SN $ 0:0643 m2 , KN $ 0:38
6

8
< 0;
fvent;2 !p2 " $ 1;
: %
$vent;2 ;

p2 % p2;low
p2 % p2;high
otherwise

(A10)

where $%k refers to the previous value of $.
For the ST vent and vaporizer valves, the vent positions $ are
described correspondingly by
fvap !p1 ; p/1 "
8
< min !1; maxf0; 10+!p/1 % p1 "= % p/1 ,g";
$ 0;
: %
$vap ;

fvent;1 !p1 ; p/1 " $

0;
1;
$%vent ;

[4]

[5]

p1 < 0:98p/1
p1 > 1:02p/1
otherwise
(A11)

and
(

[3]

p1 < 1:05p/1
p1 > 0:95p/1
otherwise

[6]
[7]
[8]
[9]

(A12)

Here, p/1 refers to desired values of pressure in the ST that are
speciﬁed in the last column of the Table B1.

[10]
[11]

Appendix C: Simulation Parameter Values
Simulation parameter values are given in Table C1. Many of the
system parameters values were derived directly from system
documents. The remaining parameters were estimated from system
data, including )vap , cvap , !l;e , )tr , and each of the Kk values for
k 2 fE; F; J; K; L; M; Ng (see Fig. 1). The position of the main ﬁll
valve K in its reduced-ﬂow state during fast ﬁll (reduced ﬂow) and
topping was also estimated from data.

[12]
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